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Best bamboo sheets nz

Spend $150 and get free shipping NEW ZEALAND WIDE Size items available 1-[% currentItems | number %] of [% % totalProducts | number %] items available 1-[% currentItems | number %] of [% totalProducts | number %] Bamboo/cotton description. 375 thread count sateen. Sleep well at night in the luxurious soft and
environmentally conscious bamboo leaf set from the latest EziBuy Sheets &amp; Sheet collection. Made from a mixture of bamboo and cotton. This super soft set is naturally absorbent and breathable, has temperature setting properties that will keep you cool in summer and warm in winter and features antimicrobial
properties that make this leaf ideal for those with allergies and sensitive skin. • Breathable mixture of bamboo and cotton • 375 threads count sateen • Single and King Single includes 1 x built-in sheet, 1 x flat sheet and 1 x pillowcase • Double, Queen, King NZ and Super King includes 1 x flat sheet, 1 x fitted sheet and 2
x pillowcases Available in a range of colors and sizes, this superior set of quality bedding fits all style homes from modern to classic home décor and is designed to withstand everyday use while maintaining structure and structure. Hypoallergenic, antibacterial and made using ecologically conscious processes Our
organic bamboo sheets feel good and make good style number: SS0020DESIGN REPUBLIQUE 375TC BAMBOO COTTON SHEET SET 54% Cotton / 44% Bamboo375 Thread Count AVAILABLE IN HOME STORES AND ONLINE ONLY Sleep on these super soft bamboo mixing sheets. Soft on your skin with the
added benefit of the natural antibacterial, antimicrobial and wet-wicking properties of bamboo. Stay cool in summer and warm in winter. These leaves are also durable and low pill making them the smart choice for your family. Bamboo has the added benefit of having a sustainable harvest, regenerating extremely-quickly
and not requiring pesticides. SINGLESingle Set Sizes Flat Sheet: 180cm x 265cmSingle Mounted Sheet: 91cm x 193cmPillowcase (1) 48cm x 73cm DOUBLEDouble Sheet Level: 230cm x 265cmDouble Built-in Sheet: 137cm x 193cmPillowcase pair 48cm x 73cm QUEENQueen flat sheet: 245cm x 265cmQueen
mounted sheet: 152cm x 203cmPillowcase pair 48 x 73cm KINGKing flat sheet: 275cm x 265cmKing mounted sheet: 168cm x 203cmPillowcase pair 48 x 74cm SUPER KINGSuper king flat sheet 290cm x 265cmSuper king mounted sheet 180cm x 203cmPillowca se Pair 48cm x 74cm Additional information: All mounted
sheets have a 40cm wall Made in India Other items in the Design Republique sheet range: Design Republique 400 TC Sheet Set CARE INSTRUCTIONS WASHING When washing bed bath sheets &amp; Beyond a gentle cycle of washing and rotation. Continuous use of detergents containing bleaches, bleach and
optical bleaches is not recommended, as they can change the color or weaken the fabric over time. Avoid fabric emollients as they artificially coat the natural fibers they need to breathe. EXPENDITURE, remove the dry leaves as the loud voices are loud and loud. and colors to fade so avoid direct sunlight if possible. A
drying horse for indoor drying works well. If dry, use a gentle setting and avoid overload. Extreme or prolonged heat will dry out natural fibers causing them to become brittle and lifeless over time. Natural drying is always better. IRONING The best time to iron is when the bedding is slightly wet, as it will be easier. While
the ironed sheets feel amazing this is not essential. Set your iron to cotton wool and use steam as needed. We do not recommend the spray starch, as it covers the fabric by stopping it from breathing. Bamboo/cotton storage is a natural fiber and needs to breathe. Store in a cool, dry and well ventilated area away from
direct sunlight. Home delivery - free standard delivery for orders over $100 Click and collect - free on all orders, including top-sized items Learn moreWasNowSave From about e-commerce solution from eStarAIzaSyCP3wPc2veCT5X7nGRMPM_CFzVfjQc0kXo Bamboo Sheet Sets Queen White,extract:... in decline and
luxury with park avenue 500 numbering thread bamboo cotton sheet set. This set of sheets is designed to combine the benefits of both natural bamboo and high quality ultra soft cotton. They have a clean ...},{id:2676958,highlighted:Park Avenue 500 Thread Count Cotton Bamboo Sheet Sets King Dove,extract:... in
decline and luxury with park avenue 500 numbering thread bamboo cotton sheet set. This set of sheets is designed to combine the benefits of both natural bamboo and high quality ultra soft cotton. They have a net ...},{id:2676959,highlighted:Park Avenue 500 Thread Count Cotton Bamboo Sheet Sets King
Peter,extract:... in decline and luxury with park avenue 500 numbering thread bamboo cotton sheet set. This set of sheets is designed to combine the benefits of both natural bamboo and high quality ultra soft cotton. They have a net ...},{id:2676961,highlighted:Park Avenue 500 Thread Count Cotton Bamboo Sheet Sets
King Blush,extract:... in decline and luxury with park avenue 500 numbering thread bamboo cotton sheet set. This set of sheets is designed to combine the benefits of both natural bamboo and high quality ultra soft cotton. They have a clean ...},{id:2676920,highlighted:Royal Comfort - Mixed bamboo sheet set with
Stripesqueen - White,extract:... bedroom and sleep in unparalleled comfort, with the mixed bamboo sheet set with stripes, designed from royal comfort. This set of leaves is made from a natural bamboo 40 and 60 premium microfiber mixture with a luxurious blend ...},{id:2676921,toned:Royal comfort - mixed bamboo leaf
set with stripesqueen - sand,extract:... bedroom and sleep in unparalleled comfort, with the mixed bamboo sheet set with stripes, designed from royal comfort. This set of sheets is made from a natural bamboo 40 and 60 premium microfiber mixture with a luxurious blend of 1000 ...},{id:2676922,highlighted:Royal comfort
- mixed bamboo leaf set with lane king - - bedroom and sleep in unparalleled comfort, with the mixed bamboo sheet set with stripes, designed from royal comfort. This set of sheets is made from a natural bamboo 40 and 60 premium microfiber mixture with a luxurious blend of 1000 ...},{id:2676923,toned:Royal comfort -
mixed bamboo leaf set with king stripes - charcoal,extract:... bedroom and sleep in unparalleled comfort, with the mixed bamboo sheet set with stripes, designed from royal comfort. This set of sheets is made from a natural bamboo 40 and 60 premium microfiber blend with a luxurious blend of 1000 ...},
{id:2676862,toned:Royal Comfort Blended Bamboo Sheet Set White - King,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2676863,stressed:Royal Comfort Blended Bamboo Sheet Set Dark Ivory - King,snippet:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2676864,stressed:Royal Comfort Blended Bamboo Sheet Set Warm Grey - King,snippet:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779552,stressed:Royal Comfort - Blended Bamboo Sheet Set White - Queen,snippet:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779553,stressed:Royal Comfort - Mixed Bamboo Sheet Set White - King,snippet:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, the bamboo-rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2688820,stressed:One World Reusable Bamboo Towels - 2 Pack,extract:... Your kitchen paper towels and your cleaning fabrics with these eco-friendly, heavy duty bamboo sheets. Made from organic source, each sheet is washed and reusable. So you no longer have to waste money on endless ...},
{id:2676930,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set Single-white,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, the one great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779557,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - King Single - White,extract:... setting property properties that keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779559,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - Queen - White,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779560,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - Queen - Frost,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779561,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - King - White,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2779562,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - King - Frost,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2676929,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set Queen-lilac Grey,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2676931,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set Single-aqua,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2677081,stressed:Casa Decor Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - King - Royal Blue,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2676928,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set Queen-aqua,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering Comfort
Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set King Single-light Blue,extract:... Blue,extract:... properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},{id:2676937,stressed:Royal
Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set King Single-lilac Grey,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those suffering ...},
{id:2677077,stressed:Royal Comfort - Casa Decor Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set - King - Light Blue Extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those
suffering ...},{id:2829548,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc Sheet Set King Single-white,extract:... the regulatory properties guarantee that you keep warm in winter and cool in summer. Alongside this, bamboo rich leaf is hypoallergenic, antimicrobial and odor resistant, making it a great product for those
suffering ...},{id:2686401,stressed:Bedding House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Queen Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need.
The mix of ...},{id:2686403,stressed:Bed House - Beige 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The
mixture of ...},{id:2686404,highlighted:Bed House - Blue 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The
mixture of ...},{id:2686405,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need.
The mixture of ...},{id:2529690,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Queen Bed - Grey,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. Unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf duration, breathable resistance properties you need. The
mixture of ...},{id:2529692,highlighted:Bed House - Beige 500tc 500tc Cotton Set - King Bed - Beige,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The
mixture of ...},{id:2529693,highlighted:Bed House - Blue 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed - Blue,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you
need. The mixture of ...},{id:2529694,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed - Grey,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance
properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752357,stressed:Vintage Design - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Queen Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle
resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752358,stressed:Vintage Design - Beige 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable
wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752359,stressed:Vintage Design - Blue 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration,
breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752360,highlighted:Vintage Design - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the
duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2686407,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega Queen Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives
your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mix of ...},{id:2686408,highlighted:Bed House - Beige 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed,excerpt:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton
gives your leaf the the breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of Home - blue 500tc bamboo cotton sheet set - Mega king bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration,
breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2686410,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the
duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2529698,stressed:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega Queen Bed - Grey,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton
gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2529700,highlighted:Bed House - Beige 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed - Beige,excerpt:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of
bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2529701,highlighted:Bed House - Blue 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed - Blue,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique
combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2529702,highlighted:Bed House - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed - Grey,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton
weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752361,stressed:Vintage Design - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega Queen Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread count sateen
bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752362,stressed:Vintage Design - Beige 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of this 500-thread
count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752363,stressed:Vintage Design - Blue 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed,extract:... enjoy the silky softness of this
500-thread count sateen bamboo weave The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, duration, durability breathable properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2752364,highlighted:Vintage Design - Grey 500tc Bamboo Cotton Sheet Set - Mega King Bed,extract:... Enjoy the silky softness of
this 500-thread count sateen bamboo cotton weave. The unique combination of bamboo and cotton gives your leaf the duration, breathable wrinkle resistance properties you need. The mixture of ...},{id:2582133,highlighted:Natural House 100% Bamboo Cot Sheet Set Standard - Cot Bed - Silver,extract:... a better night's
sleep. Ethically derived bamboo is one of the most environmentally friendly materials on the market and natural harvesting and manufacturing processes result in a leaf that is hypoallergenic and antimicrobial ...},{id:2582135,stressed:Natural House 100% Bamboo Cot Sheet Set Standard - Cot Bed - Charcoal,extract:... a
better night's sleep. Ethically derived bamboo is one of the most environmentally friendly materials on the market and the natural processes of harvesting and manufacturing effect on a sheet that is hypoallergenic and antimicrobial ...},{id:2616611,stressed:Dreamz 400tc 4 Pcs Natural bamboo cotton bed sheet set in size
double in blue gray color,snipple:... Light to touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves more trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2616612,stressed:Dreamz 400tc 4 Pcs Natural bamboo cotton
bed sheet set in king size in blue gray color,extract:... Light to touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves more trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2616672,stressed:Dreamz 400tc 4 Pcs Natural
bamboo cotton bed sheet set in king size in ivory color,extract:... Light to touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves more trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2649095,stressed:400tc 4 Pcs
Natural bamboo cotton bed sheet set in size double in blue gray,extract:... Light to touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves more trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2649099,stressed:400tc 4
Pcs Natural bamboo cotton bed sheet set king size in blue gray,extract:... Light to touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2649100,stressed:400tc 4 Pcs
Natural bamboo cotton bed sheet set king size in ivory,extract:... Light Light touch, cool and excellent power that you can rely on, our leaf sets assure you of a great night's sleep. Eco-friendly bamboo saves more trees, regenerates naturally without pesticides or chemicals, and is a ...},{id:2677058,stressed:Royal Comfort



Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 6-piece Combo Set -queen-white,extract:... Designed from an extremely thin weave and with a decadent 2000 thread count bamboo blend ensures a crisp, smooth and silky-soft feel. The built-in sheet is designed with the user in mind and provides a depth of 40cm ...},
{id:2677045,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 3-piece Combo Set - Queen-royal Blue,extract:... soft feel. With a luxury blend of 30 natural bamboo and 70 premium microfibers, it is designed to ... lasting vibrancy of color each set includes 1 x mounted sheet and 2 x pillowcases available colors white,
blue ...},{id:2677044,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 3-piece Combo Set - Queen-lilac Grey,extract:... soft feel. With a luxury blend of 30 natural bamboo and 70 premium microfibers, it is designed to ... lasting vibrancy of color each set includes 1 x mounted sheet and 2 x pillowcases available colors
white, blue ...},{id:2677046,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 3-piece Combo Set - Queen-white,extract:... soft feel. With a luxury blend of 30 natural bamboo and 70 premium microfibers, it is designed to ... lasting vibrancy of color each set includes 1 x mounted sheet and 2 x pillowcases available colors
white, blue ...},{id:2677047,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 3-piece Combo Set - King-lilac Grey,extract:... soft feel. With a luxury blend of 30 natural bamboo and 70 premium microfibers, it is designed to ... lasting vibrancy of color each set includes 1 x mounted sheet and 2 x pillowcases available colors
white, blue ...},{id:2677049,stressed:Royal Comfort Bamboo Cooling 2000tc 3-piece Combo Set - King-white,extract:... soft feel. With a luxury blend of 30 natural bamboo and 70 premium microfibers, it is designed to ... lasting vibrancy of color each set includes 1 x mounted sheet and 2 x pillowcases available colors
white, blue ...},{id:2616615,stressed:Dreamz Extremely soft silk satin sheet set in king single size in Burgundy color,extract:... have said satin pillowcases prevent sleep lines from appearing around the face. The sheet set comes complete with rotated flat sheet, extra deep mounted sheet and two cuffs standard
pillowcases a huge range of luxurious and ...},{id:2649104,toned:Extremely soft silk satin bed sheet set to king single size in Burgundy,extract:... satin pillowcases prevent sleep lines from around the face. The sheet set comes complete with rotated flat sheet, extra deep mounted sheet and two cuffs standard pillowcases
a pillowcase included in the single and and Extremely soft silky satin bed sheet put in single size in burgundy color,extract:... have said satin pillowcases prevent sleep lines from appearing around the face. The sheet set comes complete with rotated flat sheet, extra deep mounted sheet and two cuffs standard
pillowcases a huge range of luxurious and ...},{id:2649110,toned:Extremely soft silk satin bed sheet set in single size in Burgundy,extract:... satin pillowcases prevent sleep lines from appearing around the face. Sheet that comes complete with flat sheet cuffs, extra deep mounted sheet and two cuffs standard pillowcases
one pillowcase included in single and ...},{id:2677018,stressed:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Queen Ivory,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. The thread renee
Taylor 1500 ...},{id:2677024,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets King Ivory,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor thread 1500 ...},
{id:2677013,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets Queen White,excerpt:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor Thread 1500 ...},
{id:2677014,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets Queen Dusk Grey,excerpt:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. The thread renee Taylor 1500 ...},
{id:2677015,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Set Queen Stone,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor thread 1500 ...},
{id:2677016,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets Queen Indigo,excerpt:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor thread 1500 ...},
{id:2677017,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets Queen Mist,excerpt:... With a decadent thread count the fabric is skillfully woven so the cotton is on the face of the sheet set and the polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor thread 1500 ...},
{id:2677019,highlighted:Renee ...},{id:2677019,highlighted:Renee 1500tc cotton blend sheet sets king white,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. Renee Taylor thread 1500
...},{id:2677020,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets King Dusk Grey,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. The thread renee Taylor 1500 ...},
{id:2677023,highlighted:Renee Taylor 1500tc Cotton Blend Sheet Sets King Mist,extract:... With a decadent 1500 thread count, the fabric is skillfully woven so cotton is on the face of the sheet set and polyester is down to ensure an easy care, wrinkle-resistant finish. The thread renee Taylor 1500 ...},
{id:2648828,highlighted:Extremely soft placed sheet with a pillowcase in single size king in chocolate,extract:... a safe layered application up to 35 cm deep. Polycotton blend construction gives this extremely soft sheet set a velvety texture, while machine-washable fabrics allow for quick, convenient cleaning. Key
features include ...},{id:2777957,stressed:George Collective - 100% Stonewashed Cotton Sheet - Queen - White,extract:... exclusively for onceit and made from the best quality 100 stone cotton. Includes 1 x flat sheet, 1 x ftted sheet pillowcases. Yes, it includes matching pillowcases! comes in a corresponding white
queen fabric bag 100 ...},{id:2777958,highlighted:George Collective - 100% Stonewashed Cotton Sheet Set - Super King - White,extract:... exclusively for onceit and made from the best quality 100 stone cotton. Includes 1 x flat sheet, 1 x ftted sheet pillowcases. Yes, it includes matching pillowcases! comes in a
corresponding fabric bag white super king ...},{id:2636513,highlighted:6 Tier Bamboo Storage Shelf,Extract:6 Tier Bamboo Storage Shelf, material bamboo weight 3.3 kg dwh 24 x 68 x 106 cm},{id:2566336,stressed:2 Tier Foldable Bamboo Plant Rack,extract:Folding design, space saving, and easy to store. Can be used
indoors or outdoors bamboo material packing dimensions lwh 30 x 60 x 8 cm weight 1.9 kg} ,{id:2657221,highlighted:Dreamaker removable bamboo foam cover multi rest pillow,extract:... Rest pillow keeps sleep cool all night, and protects the skin from acne-causing oils. Bamboo pillows are way more durable than
traditional cotton pads on the market. They are made of premium fabric ...},{id:2658036,highlighted:Sherwood 2-tier bamboo shoes with pillow,extract:... use, and because of this it is much more resistant to damage than traditional hardwoods seen on the market. Bamboo is used in our folding table for this reason it can
get repetition of folded and and still ...},{id:2676877,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Quilt Single 350gsm,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to
ensure that your ...},{id:2676878,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Quilt Double 350gsm,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that your ...},
{id:2676879,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Quilt Queen 350gsm,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that your ...},
{id:2676880,highlighted:Royal Comfort Bamboo Quilt Super King 350gsm,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that you ...},
{id:2676898,stressed:Bamboo Quilt 350 Gsm In the retail box Queen Nz Size 210x210cm,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that you ...},
{id:2779554,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Quilt 350gsm Queen - White,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that you ...},
{id:2779555,stressed:Royal Comfort - Bamboo Quilt 350gsm King - White,extract:... Construction of this quilt is designed to eliminate cold spots and keep the premium microfibers and natural bamboo fill from shifting. The quilt is finished with an exquisite, double-stitched hem. All to ensure that you ...},
{id:2564261,highlighted:Dreamaker Organic Bamboo Electric Blanket - King,extract:... 35cm, 45gsm high cover power voltage polyester 220-240v 5060hz 2 x 60w maximum materials top35 bamboo rayon, 65 polyester jacquard knitted fabric, 240gsm sizes single 193x91cm king single 203x107cm double 193x137cm
queen ...},{id:2564262,stressed:Dreamaker organic bamboo electric blanket - Super King,extract:... 35cm, 45gsm high cover power voltage polyester 220-240v 5060hz 2 x 60w max top35 bamboo rayon, 65 polyester jacquard knitted fabric, 240gsm sizes single 193x91cm king single 203x107cm double 193x137cm
queen ...},{id:2651223,stressed:Charlie's Bamboo Pet Hammock Bed - Brown,extract:... He has the ability to Barricade against most varieties of bacteria and bugs trying to thrive in bamboo plants are naturally eliminated in contact, making it perfect for pets to play out. Modern Charcoal or ...},
{id:2651224,highlighted:Charlie's Bamboo Elevated Pet Bed - Charcoal,extract:... It has the potential to barricade against most varieties of bacteria and bugs that try to thrive in bamboo plants are naturally eliminated in contact, making it perfect for pets playing outside. Modern Charcoal or ...},
{id:2651229,highlighted:Charlie's Bamboo Pet Hammock Bed - Charcoal,extract:... It has the potential to barricade against most varieties of bacteria and bugs that try to thrive in bamboo plants are naturally eliminated in contact, making it perfect for pets playing outside. Modern charcoal or ...},
{id:2651230,highlighted:Charlie's Bamboo Elevated Pet Bed - Brown,extract:... It has the potential to barricade against most varieties of bacteria and bugs that try to thrive in bamboo plants are naturally eliminated in contact, making it perfect for pets playing outside. Modern charcoal or ...},metaData:{name:Nz bamboo
leaves,metaDescription:Bamboo leaves nz ... in decline and luxury with park avenue 500 numbering thread bamboo cotton sheet set. this set of sheets is designed to combine the benefits of both natural bamboo and high quality ultra soft cotton. have a net ...,metaTitle:Bamboo Sheets NZ,matchScore:0},category:
{name:Home,link:\/category\/home},links:{popularSearches:[{name:king size flat sheet only,slug:king-size-flat-sheet-only,caption king size flat sheet only}},{name:pad layer,slug:layer-pad,highlighted:pad layer},{name:with linen designs,slug:pattern-sheets,highlighted:pattern sheets},{name:sheets online,slug:linen-sheets-
online,highlighted:sheets online.},{name:memory foam bed topper,,slug:memory-foam-bed-topper,highlighted:memory foam bed topper},{name:king size foam layer,slug:king-size-foam-layer,highlighted:king size foam layer},{name:patvet,slug:patvet,slug:patvet:duvet:duvet pattern},{name:layer protector,slug:layer-
protector,highlighted:layer protector},{name:memory foam mattress topper sale,slug:memory-foam-layer-topper-sale,highlighted:memory foam layer topper sale},{name:cotton protector layer,slug:layer-protector-cotton,highlighted:cotton protector layer} ,relatedSearches:[{name:queen-size bamboo leaves,slug:queen-size-
bamboo-leaves,highlighted:queen size bamboo leaves},{name:bamboo queen leaves,slug:bamboo-leaves-queen,highlighted:bamboo queen leaves}]}}}&gt;}&gt;
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